1. What is the song that the large woman sings while she hangs out the laundry?
2. Regarding Winston’s relationship with Julia, what does Winston wish for? Why?
3. In the room they rent from Mr. Charrington, what does Julia want to be and why?
4. What does Julia obtain from the Inner Party? Why? What is her opinion of the Inner Party?
5. Summarize Winston’s dream. For details on how to write a summary, go to Troyka, pages 374~376.
6. What has happened to Syme?
7. Why are the staffs of all the ministries so busy?
8. Describe the new poster and its significance.
9. Why is Winston’s health improving?
10. When is the only time Julia questions the Party’s teachings? Why?
11. Summarize (go to Troyka pages 374~376 for details on how to write a summary) what Winston tells Julia about Aaronson, Jones, and Rutherford.
12. Describe Winston’s encounter with O’Brien.